
Cliffside Refiners Limited Partnership Meeting 

May 25, 2021 @ 9:00 AM 

Attendees: 

(Cliffside) Brad H. Rodney C. Mark W. Eric H. 

(Downtown) Sam B. Emress B. Mark M.  

(NOC)   

(CRLP) Nick D. Bob L.  Brad B. John S.  

  Kaylyn S. Mike D. Matt T. Nick H. 

Roll Call  

 Noted 

Nick D.-Antitrust guidelines apply.  If there are any questions, please let me know.  

Any update on COVID? 

Sam B.-We have 2 who have family members who have either tested positive or are showing 
symptoms.  One has already returned back to work the other the family member is still showing 
symptoms and is still in self quarantine.  I am seeing more emails about returning to the office, 
we are still on maximum telework at the BLM. 

Nick D.-Operational issues Mark 

Mark M.-Pressure is 1270.  Opened Bivens A6 yesterday, there is strong pull on the pipeline 
and we are trying to keep up with it.  Instrument air compressor went offline but Atlas Copco got 
it back up.  I think they just replaced a solenoid.  

Nick D.-Sam do you want to talk about the NGL incident? 

Sam B.-We are using an OSHA template to report to our employees locally.  Safety has already 
done a stand down update as to what happened at the plant.  We plan to do that with everyone in 
the facility as well as those in Satanta Kansas.  The draft letter is being prepared through the 
safety program.   

Eric H.-That letter is coming from management not from me.  I have made calls to see where 
state leadership is as far as continuing the shutdown, at this point I still can’t get an answer.  
Seems to be a wait and see approach. 

Nick D.-Any update on the HVAC installation? 

Brad H.-One AC is installed and they are working on the other one today 



Nick D.-That pretty much covers the agenda anyone have anything else? 

 

 


